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Thousands of adults effoll annually in private EFL courses in Egypt. What spurs thes€
learners to exen the effort required and pay the fees in a counfryivhere access to public
education is free ar arl levels? our understanding of sucb issuei is rimited by the iact drar most
rcsearch on motivation has been conducted in second rather than foreign language leaming
contexts and in Nonh American or European cultural s€nings. In the atudy -po-ned here,-aqueslionnaire was devcloped, based on currena work on motivation in second and forcign
language contexb and rnore general models from cogniaive altd educational psychology-, and
was administered to a sample of r,554 adult learners at the center for Adult and conilnuing
Education (cACE) at the American univenity in cairo, wirh 1,464 questionhaires used for the
analyses. Factor analysis and multidimensional scaling were used toidenti& the componenE of
EFL motivation for fiis poputation. Results suggest that there are three basic dimensions to
motivation for leaflring foreign languages, which we label Afect, Goal OrienBdon, and
Expectrncy. In general terms, thes€ are probabty urivenal and neurobiologically based,
although the analysis suggests a specific Eg.ptian orientation with respect io theprecise
definition and conrent ofeach dimension. Leamer profiles wirh respeit to these dimensions of
lnotivalion were related to age, gender, and proficiency. Motivation is also related to learning
strategies and preferences for cenain kinds of classes and leaming tasks. Thos€ who scor€d
high on the affective dimension of motivation prcfened ctmmunicatively oriented language
classes, wNle those high in anxiety tended not to like group work or other arpects ofcurrently
popular communicative language pedagogr. Students with a traditional approach to learning
(e.9., choosing memorization strategies over inferencing from context) also preferred classes in
which the teacher maintains control.
INTRODUCTION
The research reported here was stimulated by both practical and theoretical
considerations in the field offoreign language learning and teaching. The topic of
motivation is ofpractical interest to language program designers an{ administrators, who
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want to attract students to programs that will motivate them to learn by being congruent
with their needs and interests, to teachers, who would like to use pedagogical techniques
that reinforce and develop student motivation, and to learners themselves, who must
sometimes struggle to maintain their intemal motivation in order to persist in the
inherently difficult task of learning a foreign language. Our initial interest in investigating
EFL motivation was prompted by the following question: what spurs thousands of
Egyptians to exeft the effort required and pay the fees for private instruction in Eaglish?
The specific context within which we asked this question was the plo$am of EFL clssses
in the Center for Adult and Continuing Education (CACE) at the American University in
cairo, which enrolls over 10,000 adults annually and which is only one of many progtams
offering classes in English in Egypt. Although we do not claim that our results generalize
beyond the context of aduh Egyptian learners, personally-financed language classes are
common in many European and Asian nations, and future research may identif
commonalities with the Egyptian case.
English is stressed in Egyptian education at all levels lt is taught as a foreign
language in government schools starting at grade six and as a second language starting in
kindergarten in private "language schools," which are attended by large numbers of
leamers. English is the medium of instruction in most tertiary education, including
colleges of mcdicine, engineering science, and agriculture. However, in spite of the fact
that Englistr is an integral component ofthe Egyptian school curriculum and that, across
the board, access to public education in Egypt is free, thousands ofadults enroll annually
in EFL evening classes. This indicates a high level of motivation among Egyptian adults
attached to achieving proficienry in English.
Earlier research (Kassabgy, 1976) established that Egyptian adult EFL leamers
demonstrated positive attitudes towards English, along with instrumental motivation to
learn the foreign language with the major objective of emigrating to the West. These
results were a direct reflection ofthe socio-economic conditions ofEgypt at that time.
Today, two decades later, in spite ofthe fact that thc emigration motive is far less
pertinent, increasing numbers of adults still enroll in EFL programs. We look to
morivational factors that will explain this phenomenon, but the motives ofEgyptian adults
EFL learners have become more complex. EFL motivation cannot be viewcd simply as
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the instrumental drive to emigrate in order to lead a better life abroad, and the ability to
communicate fluently in English brings with it promises of a better life within Egypt.
English ability is associated with educational achievement, which in turn determines social
status. Prestigious professions require a certain level ofproficiency in English, and career
advancement in Egypt in many fields is affected by the ability to communicate fluently in
English.
Discussions among teachers and administrators had identified several possible types of
motivation among this learner population. It was felt that for some learners, especially
housewives, learning English provides a chance to get out ofthe house and meet other
people. Secondary and university students, it was felt, are primarily motivated by
instrumental reasons, to get a job or to work for a joint venture company. Some learners
seem to have a fantasy motive, a conviction that life will be better (in unspecified ways) if
they leam English. Social pressures (from parents, peers, or supewisors) are probably a
factor for some leamers. However, no recent studies exist that deal with this population.
A second reason for investigating motivation in this context was thar in this program and
in many others, a high drop-out rate had b€en observed, and no reasons had been found to
explain why close to 50% of all students fail to complete the courses in which they enroll.
Could this be understood, we wondered, from an examination of motivational factors? Do
leamers with some motivational profiles succeed better than others at language leaming
and persist longer in the endeavor @6myei, 1990; Gardner & Smyhe, l9?5; Ramage'
1990)? Might some initially motivated learners encounter a lack of fit between their self-
perceived interests, needs, goals and expectations and what they encounter in classes? If
so, this would have implications for classroom methodology and teacher training.
Thc present research does not attempt to answer all ofthe above questions. Because
our rescarch design is cross-sectional rather than longitudinal, we have not attempted to
investigate the dynamic interplay between motivational factors and what goes on in the
foreign language classroom day by day, and because the analyses reported here are based
on quantitative rather than qualitative data, we focus on trends across leamers rather than
the complex interaction of social, cultural, and psychological factors within individual
learners. But even to begin investigating these practically oriented qtrestions runs up
immediately against some crucial theoretical issues. What do we mean by motivation?
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How do we recognize it and measure it? Is it a unitary concept or does it have several or
many facets? Can motivation for language leaming be thought of in the same way in
second language leaming environments and in foreign language learning contexts where
students have little or no exposure to the target language outside of class? Is motivation
universal or cross-culturally variable? can models developed in the u.S. and canada be
applied in Egypt, where Westem cultural values are generally felt to be alien?
Models of Motivation
Keller (1983) identified ability and motivation as the major sources of variation in
educational success. Ability refers to what a person can do; motivation, to what a person
will do. Johnson ( 1979) refened to motivation as the ..tendency to expend effort to
achieve goals" (p. 283). one implication ofthese views is that, whatever its sources might
be, motivation is motivatio4 something that exists (in varying strenglh) or does nol exist
(Bardwell & Braaksm4 1983) and which can be measured by observing behavior. Maehr
and Archer (1987) identified some ofthe key behavioral aspects of motivation: direction
(decisions to attend to some things and not to others), persistence (concentrating attention
or action on an activity for an extended duration), continued motivation (returning to an
activity without being obliged to), and activity level (intensity ofeffort).
Many researchers treat motivation as a single construct. Research done under the
inlluence ofgoal-setting theory emphasizes that a single factor, acceptance of difticult but
achievable goals, has a powerful influence on behavior (Locke & Latham, l9g4). Need_
achievement theorists have usually assessed motivation in educational settings from the
perspective ofa single construct (Atkinson, 1974, Nicholls, l9g4), as have attribution
theorists (weiner, 1985). others combine multiple measures of motivation together in
order to arrive at a single score or theorelical concept. In the field offoreign and second
language learning, this approach is evident in the work of Krashen ( 198 | , l9g5), who
collapses several kinds of motivation into the more general construct ofan affective filter.
and in Schumann's acculturation model (Schumann, l9g6), where differenl types of
molivation are combined with such varied social and psychological factors as group size
and culture shock to arrive at a superordinate construct called acculturation, which
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according to the model predicts the degree to which learners will or will not acquire a
second language.
Other theorists and researchers have found that it is important to look at motivation
not as a single construct or as a list of different types of motivation combined in "soup-
pot" fashion, but as a multifactor trait. Bardwell and Braaksma (1983) observe that
investigating the style of that trait or interr€lationships among the various factors will
allow researchers and practitioners to observe finer differences in the ways people
approach problems and is especially important in education, since diflerent learner needs
and motivation styles are probably at least as relevant for pedagogy as students' differing
leaming styles. At the same time, since there is a potentially unlimited number of reasons
why one might study a foreign language and factors that might influence motivation, some
reductionism is inevitable. Among the major theories that consider more than a single
motivational construct, some are dichotomous (two-factor) models, while others view
motivation from a multifactorial perspective. For reasons of space, we will review briefly
only a few examples of each type.
The best known constructs concerning motivation for second language leaming are
those of integrative and instrumental motivation, based primarily on the important work of
Gardner (1985, 1988). An instrumental orientation results from recognition ofthe
practical advantages of learning and is identified when learners say that they want to learn
the target language to pass examinations or for economic or social advancement. An
integrative orientation is identified when leamers state that they want to learn a foreign
language because they are attracted to the target language culture or group or the
language itself. The integrative orientation implies an interest in interacting with target
language speakers, and may but does not necessarily include willingness or desire to
actually integrate into the target language group. The integrative motive (not quite the
same as the integrative orientation, see Gardner and Maclntyre, 1991, for discussion) is
identified when leamers also indicate a readiness to act towards those goals. Although
these two motivational factors are sometimes seen as being in opposition to each other
(i.e., classi$ing learners as integratively or instrumentally motivated), this is not
necessarily the case, since one can find leamers who are both instrumentally and
integratively motivated to learn a foreign language and those with nelther type of
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motivatiorL as well as leamers who score high on one type of motivation and low on the
other.
Gardner's model of the ways in which motivation for foreign language learning
operates in educational settings has been summarized (Au, 1988; Gardner, 1988) in terms
offive hypotheses:
l. The integrative motive hypothesis: Integrative motivation is positively associated with
second language achievement.
2. The cultural belief hypothesis: Cultural beliefs influence the development ofthe
integrative motive and the degree to which integrativeness and achievement are
related.
The active learner hypothesis: lntegratively motivated leamers are successful because
they are astive learners.
The causality hypothesis: Integrative motivation is a cause; second language
achievement, the effect.
The two process hypothesis: Aptitude and integrative motivation are independent
factors in second language leaming.
Research based on this model has been very useful, but a number of criticisms have
been raised against the particular view of motivation incorporated in it, as well as some of
the hypotheses advanced by Gardner. While Gardner has consistently emphasized the
support that integrative motivation offers for language learning, this does not seem to be
thd case in all language learning settings. when integrative motive has been measurable,
virtually every possible relationship has been found between this type of motive and
language proficiency: positive, negative, and nil, and ambiguous (Au, 1988). With respect
to the active learner hypothesis, if integratively motivated learners are successful because
they are active learners, then the same might be theorized of successful instrumentally
oriented learners. It is also unclear from many studies whether motivation is the cause or
the result of successful learning. These and other criticisms ofthis model have been
summarized by Au (1988), Crookes and Schmidt (1991), Oller (1981) and Oller and
Perkins (1980).
Although developed within the canadian second language context, this model has been
extended to other second language contexts (Kraemer, 1993) and has been very influential
3.
4.
5.
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in the foreign language literature as well However, it cannot be asglmed that the same
model is appropriate to foreign language contexts such as Egypt, where leamers are
limited to interacting in the target language within the confines of the classroom. ln
addition, many Egyptian learners find the cultural values ofthe target language community
(the u.S. and/or Britain) to be alien. The model also leaves out many possible influences
on motivation (Crookes & Schmidt; l99l; Dornyei' 1990; Oxford & Shearin' 1994;
Skehan, 1989). After considering learners he has known over the years in Egypt and the
lvory Coast and reflecting on his own study of Egyptian hieroglyphs (a dead language that
offers no opportunities for integration and few if any instrumental advantages), Bagnole
(1993) noted that there must be more to motivation than instrumental and integrative
goals.
Another dichotomous model of motivation may shed light on Bagnole's experiences
with hieroglyphics. The contrast between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation is well known
in psychology (deCharms, 1968; Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan' l99l; Deci & Ryan'
1985; Lepper & Greene, 1978). Extrinsic motivation is motivation to do something
because ofan external reward that may be obtained, while intrinsic motivation is
demonstrated when we do something because we get rewards enough from the activity
itself The extrinsic-intrinsic distinction is somewhat similar to the instrumental-integrative
distinction, but it is not identical, and both instrumental and integrative motivation are
properly seen as subtypes ofextrinsic motivation, since both are concerned with goals or
outcomes.Wecaneasilyimagineasituationinwhichalearnerwantstomastera
language in order to interact with native speakers ofthat language but nevertheless does
not actually enjoy studying the language, an activity for which he or she has only a
extrinsic, goal-oriented motivation ([+integrative] [-intrinsic]) We can equally imagine
learners with instrumental motivation, for example to satisfy a language requirement, who
doenjoystudlngandleamingthelanguage([-integrative]l+instrinsic]),aswellas
learners with no clear reasons for studying a language who find language leaming
interesting and pleasurable nevertheless ([-instrumental] [-integrative] [+intrinsic]). It is
also possible for a learner to be intrinsically motivated in an activity for its own sake
([+intrinsic] while simultaneously appreciating its practical rewards ([+extrinsic]) The
worst possible situation is one in which a leamer has neither type of motivation for foreign
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language learning, neither enjolng the activity for its own sake nor thinking that it wi
bring any useful results [-integrative] [-insrrumental] [-intrinsic] [-extrinsic]).
Positing a construct of intrinsic motivation leads to more questions. what makes an
activity intrinsically motivating? why are some activities intensely enjoyable, while others
make us bored or anxious? One answer to these questions has been given by the
psychologist Mihaly csikszentmiharyi (csikszentmihalyi & Nakamura, 1989; wong &
Csikszentmihalfl, l99l). Csikventmihalyi has examined the ebb and flow of
psychological states (motivation, concentration, involvement) in daily experience and has
proposed a theory in which the challenge ofan activity (as perceived by the person doing
it) and the level of skill brought by the person to the activity (also subjectively evaluated)
are the crucial determinants ofpsychorogicar states. csikszentmihalyi's theory predicts
that motivation, affect, arousar and concentration wilr alr be highest when chalrenge and
skill are perceived to be about equal and when both are high. when the challenge of a
task is high and skills are low, the resurting psychorogicar state is anxiety. when chalrenge
is low and skills are high, the outcome is boredom, and when both chalenge and sk r are
low, the outcome is the negative state of apathy. The model has received support from
case studies as well as a number ofstudies with rarge sample sizes involving peopre of
various cultures, ages and social classes, in both the United states and Europe. The
relationships among the variabres ofchalenge, skilr and motivation (as welr as affective,
arousal and concenrration variables) have been claimed to be universal (csikszentmihalyi
& Nakamura, 1989). This model of motivation is an attractive one, because it suggests a
psychological analog to Krashen's "i+1" principre for the rearning of grammar (Krashen,
1985). Krashen has argued that second language acquisition depends upon input to the
learner containing grammatical structures that are just beyond the learner,s current
comperence. csikszentmihalyi's theory predicts that challenging activities that are just
beyond a leamer's current level of skill will be intrinsically motivating.
others have proposed multifactor moders of motivation, usualy derived by factor
analysis from responses to a wide ranging motivational questionnaire. one such moder is
that of Dirrnyei (1990), based on research carried out in Hungary, described by Ddrnyei as
a typical European foreign language learning environment. Dornyei posited a motivationar
construct consisting of (a) an inslrumental motivational subsystem, (b) an integrative
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motivational subsystem, a multifaceted cluster with four dimensions (general interest in
foreign languages, a desire to broaden one's view and avoid provincialism, a desire for
new stimuli and challenges, and a travel orientation), (c) need for achievement, and (d)
attributions about past failures. Schumann (1994a, 1994b) has suggested that Ddrnyei's
multifactor model is complementary to a model in which stimulus situations are evaluated
in the brain according to five criteria: novelty, pleasantness, goal or need significance,
coping mechanisms, and self and social image. In Schumann's view, constructs at the
psychological level such as integrative and instrumental motivation and Ddrnyei's more
detailed model are, at the neurobiological level, the products ofthe brain's appraisal
system aggregated across individuals. Because each individual's experience is different,
each individual's stimulus appraisal system will be different and cannot be identified or
responded to pedagogically.
Another study that used a broad conception of motivation, based on the work of
Boekaerts (19S7, 1989), was a research conducted among Finnish sixth and eighth grade
children studying English by Julkunen (1989). Julkunen investigated both trait (relatively
stable) and state (fluctuating) motivation in connection with student competence and
attributional processes. Factor analysis of an extensive background questionnaire
indicated that students' general foreign language motivation could be described in terms of
eight factors: (a) a communicative motive, including aspects of integrative, instrumental
and cognitive motivation but emphasizing the function oflanguage as a means of
communication; (b) classroom level intrinsic motivation, including liking for challenging
tasks; (c) teacher/method motivation, including liking and disliking of certain teaching
methods; (d) integrative motivation, reflected in positive attitudes towards English and
American culture; (e) a helplessness factorl (f) an anxiety factor; (g) criteria for
success/failure, i.e. an attributional factor;8nd (h) latent interest in learning English.
Finally, in an expansion of Gardner's earlier socio'educational model, Tremblay and
Gardner (in press) have proposed the incorporation ofmeasures of effort, attention,
persistence, self-efficacy, confidence, valence, causal attributions, and goal setting in
studies of motivation for language learning and have applied the model successfully to an
investigation of leaming a first language (French) in a bilingual community (Ontario)
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Cultural Influences on Motivation
There is little doubt that cultural influences have some affect on motivation and reason
to suspect that this in{luence may be large (Markus & Kitayama, l99l). We know from
research in social psychology that the answers that informants give on questionnaires will
be affected not only by their "true" attitudes, attributions, and expressions ofinterests, but
also by their conceptions ofan ideal sel[, which are partly individualistic but also heavily
influenced by cultural values (Todd, 1995). A more serious problem arises ifparticular
theories of motivation tum out to be ethnocentric. This charge has been leveled most
frequently at theories ofachievement motivation (Castanell, l9E4; Maehr & Nicholls,
1980) and attribution theory @uda & Allison, 1989; Kashima & Triandis, 1986; Murphy-
Berman & Sharma, 1987). Komin (1990) comments that since people's values and belief
systems are culturally conditioned, authors oftheories of motivation are no exception.
"Thus, American theories reflect American culture, and Italian theories reflect ltalian
culture, etc." (p.702). Weiner (1991) emphasized that theories ofmotivation typically
reflect culturally based metaphors, for example, person as machine (in Freudian and drive
theory), person as a rational decision maker (in some value/expectancy theories), or
person as scientist (in attribution theories).
Csikszentmihalyi's prediction that challenge and skill are the primary determinants of
motivation and other psychological states was investigated with respecl to Thai learners ol'
English by Schmidt and Savage (1992), whose results did not supporr the theory. In thar
study, there was evidence that some learners were intrinsically motivated, but there were
no significant correlations, either positive or negative, between learners' ratings ofthe
Ievel ofchallenge in a particular activity or their skill in doing it and online measures of
motivation, affect, or psychological activation. Schmidt and Savage concluded that the
balance between the challenge ofan activity and one's ability level may be one factor
contributing to motivation, but it is not of overwhelming imponance for Thai learners.
Instead ofarising from a single variable that outweighs all others, whether or not an
activity is considered enjoyable and intrinsically motivating by Thais seems to depend on a
large number offactors, including an ego orientation, the importance ofsmooth
inlcrpersonal relationships and harmony, a competence orientation characterized by a
perception ofeducation as a means to climb the social ladder, an interdependence
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orientation, and a fun-pleasure orientation (Komin, 1990) Based on these findings, it '
seems that Csikszentmihalyi's reductionist model of intrinsic motivation is too simplistic,
because intrinsic motivation and its associated psychological states arise from many
interacting factors rather than one or two, and ethnocentric, because ofthe assumption
that the psychological sources of intrinsic motivation are universal rather than culture
specific.
Motivation and Cognitive Prmesses
other than Gardner's hypothesis that integratively motivated learners succeed because
they are active leamers (Gardner, 1985, 1989) and Schumann's theoretical connections
between motivation, interaction and the provision of comprehensible input (Schumann,
1986), it is rather remarkable that theories of foreign language learning have been
generally silent about how motivation works, in terms of the mechanisms of acquisition. It
is equally remarkable that there has been so little research exploring the links between
motivation and cognitive processes.
Much more remains to be done in this area, drawing on work on motivation and
cognitive processing in educational contexts other than language learning. A theoretical
model relating motivational factors, cognitive factors, and learning outcomes for academic
subjects has been developed by Pintrich (1988, l9S9) and could be explored in connection
with foreign language learning. Pintrich has specified those aspects ofcognition that are
important for educational success:
L Cognitive strategies involve the psychological mechanism of attention focusing, the
necessary and sufficient condition for encoding into memory (Can & Cunan, 1994;
Logan, 1988; Schmidt, 1993, in press; Tomlin & Villa, 1994). Basic cognitive
strategies include rehearsal (such as saying material aloud when reading, copying
material into a notebook, or underlining), elaboration (paraphrasing, summarizing,
note-taking), and organizational strategies (e.g., selecting the main idea from a text).
2. Metacognitive strategies concern the control and regulation ofcognition. Basic
strategies include planning (for example, setting goals for studying), monitoring (for
example, self+esting to ensure comprehension), and self-regul[tion (for example, re-
reading or reviewing material).
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3. Resource management strategies include time management, space management, and
strategies that call on the support ofothers. For example, good learners know when
they don't know something, and will ask teachers for help or consult textbooks or
dictionaries.
Pintrich (1989) has carried out research identifoing relationships among motivational
factors, cognitive strategies, and educational success in American university courses.
Schiefele (1991) explored the relationships between one motivational factor, intercst, and
the use of leaming strategies in first language reading, finding that interest correlatcd
positively with the use of elaboration and information-seeking strategies and negatively
with rehearsal, but did not affect organization ortime management strategies. But none of
this research has yet concerned foreign language learning. Within the foreign language
field, there has been research concerning the links between cognitive strategies, usually
called learning strategies, and learning outcomes (O'Malley & Chamot, 1990), but liltle
research so far linking aspects of motivation with the use ofsuch leaming strategies. (For
exceptions, see Oxford & Nyikos, 1989, in which motivation was the strongest influence
on strategy use; and Ehrman & Oxford, 1995, in which strategy use was correlated
significantly and sometimes strongly with motivational factors.)
Motivation and I nstructional Design
Keller (1983) has referred to motivation as the "neglected heart of instructional design"
(p. 390). crookes and schmidt (1991) identified some ofthe ways in which motivational
factors can be related to classroom techniques, as well as to curriculum and syllabus
design. Interest can be enhanced by using varied materials, by staning lessons with
questions that put the learner into a problem-solving mode, by relating instructional
material to topics already ofinterest to leamers, and by the use ofparadoxes and puzzles.
In general, interest is fostered by personalizing material and by focusing on the concrete
rather than the abstract. Relevance can be enhanced by analyzing and addressing leamer
needs and goals in language study, as well as by addressing such basic human needs as the
need for achievement, for affiliation, and for power. selfconfidence and expectations of
success can be enhanced by increasing students' experience with success, by making clear
the requirements ofa language course, by setting leaming goals that are challenging but
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realistic, and by maximizing student control over outcomes, so that students see success as
the product oftheir own efforts. Feedback can be an important factor (either positive or
negative) that affects student motivation. Conective feedback (error correction) that
simply tells a student that he or she has made an error can be very discouraging, which is
one reason why many teachers are reluctant to correct student errors at all. lt can be
argued that the best feedback is that which is provided when it is most useful for the
student, usually just before the same task is presented again. A well timed reminder of
points to be watchful ofand enors to be avoided can help students to carry out a
particular learning task more successfully. In other words, feedback that promotes
success is motivating; feedback that merely signals failure is demotivating. Additional
strategies for enhancing motivation in foreign language classes have been proposed by
Dornyei (1994) Oxford and Shearin (1994) and Fotos (1994), but as Gardner (1994) has
pointed out, none ofthese suggestions has been accompanied by empirical findings
showing that they are effective.
There has been almost no research investigating relationships between the motivational
styles of language learners and the types of classrooms and learning tasks that are
consonant with those styles. Ames ( 1984, 1992) observed that although cooperative
learning structures have been widely touted in the educational literature as good for
promoting achievement and seltesteem for all learners, the situation is somewhat more
complex. Competitive, cooperative, and individualistic goal structures elicit different
types of motivation, and students who have been socialized into different motivational
styles may prefer different leaming structures. There probably are other links between
motivation and pedagogical aspects oflanguage teaching that are also worth exploring.
Burnaby and Sun (1989) discussed the views ofChinese teachers tbwards communicative
language teaching in the context ofthe wider curriculum, traditional teaching methods,
class sizes and schedules, as well as the communicative needs of leamers, arguing that
there is considerable support for the teachers view that communicative methods are not
relevant for most students'needs. They do not discuss the views of learners (as opposed
to teachers) towards appropriate methodologies or make an explicit link to motivation' but
it is likely that learners with different perceived needs and goals will be differentially
receptive to certain methods and activities. Brindley (1989) pointed out that learners
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oflen have rather fixed ideas about what it means to be a learner and to learn a language,
and Nunan (1989) found that teachers and leamers in migrant education programs in
Australia had quite different attitudes towards specific classroom activities and tasks.
While teachers accepted the value of communicatively oriented activities, the leamers
surveyed placed greater value on traditional leaming activities. Teachers gave higher
ratings to such activities as using pictures, films and videos, student self-discovery of
errors, and pair work, while students gave higher ratings to vocabulary development,
pronunciation practice, and external error correction. Whether learner expectations are
met with respect to classroom methods and activities may have a wash-back effect on
motivation as well. Leamers who are motivated to leam English only to pass a state exam
might well prefer a traditional, teacher-centered, grammar-focused class and may feel they
are not learning in communicatively oriented classes. Learners who are integratively
motivated may be more receptive to communicative approaches and may suffer a severe
drop in interest in language courses if the focus is primarily on grammar (Schmidt &
Frota, 1986).
There has been some investigation of leamer attitudes towards such instructional
lactors in second and foreign language contexts (Kern, 1995), independent ofany
connection to motivation, but the only study we are aware ofthat explicitly links
motivation and instructional tasks is Julkunen's (1989) study ofFinnish learners of
English. In that study, students performed three closed tasks (tasks for which there was
only one correct answer) and three open tasks (tasks for which various answers were
possible) related to English vocabulary in three different learning situations created by
instructions and seating arrangements: individualistic, cooperative, and competitive.
Students' pre-task and post-task appraisals ofthese tasks were recorded through an on-
line motivation questionnaire. Results showed that students were more liable to perceive
themselves as failures in open tasks than in closed tasks, perhaps because it was more
difficult for students to assess results in terms ofsuccess and failure in open tasks. High
achievers evaluated all three learning situations (individualistic, competitive, and
cooperatively) positively, particularly in the closed task. The cooperative leaming
situation emerged as the best leaming situation for all students in terms of its effects on
motivation.
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Research Goals
This study attempts to achieve the following goals:
t . To identify the components of foreign language leaming motivation for a population of
adult EFL learners in Egypt;
2. To identifo the components oflearner preferences for specific classroom practices and
activities for the same population ofEFL learners;
3. To identif, the components of leaming strategies that are reportedly used by the same
population;
4. To identi$ relationships between the components of motivation and preferred
classroom leaming activities; and
5. To identify relationships between the components of motivation and leaming
strategies.
Because ofthe wide variety offactors that might be expected to influence motivation
for foreign language learning, this study explores the concept offoreign language
motivation within a broad conception of motivation that avoids premature reductionism or
assumes that all aspects of motivation are universal. The model ofmotivation used was a
composite ofseveral cunent models, especially those ofPintrich (1989), deCharms
(1968), Keller (1983), Maehr and Archer (1987), and Dornyei (1990). These models fall
generally within the broad category of value-expectancy theories of motivation. Such
models assume that motivation is a multiplicative function of values and expectations.
People will approach activities that they consider valuable and relevant to their personal
goals and that they expect to succeed at.
The components of motivation investigated in this study included:
L lntrinsic goal orientation towards English
2. Extrinsic goal orientation towards English
3. Personal psychological goals of achievement and affiliation
4. Expectation of success
5. Attribution ofsuccess and failure
6. Attitudes towards Americans and British speakers of English
7. Attitudes towards American and British culture
8. Anxiety
l5
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METEOI)
I nformants
The informants for this study were 1,554 adult leamers of EFL at the American
University in cairo, center for Adult and continuing Educatior\ downtown and Heliopolis
campuses, who completed a 100 item questionnaire. euestionnaires from zubjects who
failed to complae at least 80% ofthe items were discarded, resulting in a total of 1502
questionnaires used for initial analysis. Another 3g questionnaires were discardcd due to
unavailability ofbackground information, resulting in a total of 1,464 questionnaires used
in the final analysis.
Table I displays the descriptive statistics on background variables for the 1,464
informants whose questionnaires were used for analysis. As can be seen in Table l, 54%
of the sample were males and 460lo were female. Informants ranged in age from r 5 to ?0,
but 58% were young adults (23-35) 
'.nd 
nother 24o/o were ofuniversity age. Informants
were fairly evenly distributed across six different proficienry levels, from basic to
advanced. More than halfhad completed university education, and a wide range of
occupations were represented. The single largest occupational category was
"unemployed" (20%). This partly reflects economic conditions in the country, but may be
misleading because the number includes an unknown number of recentry graduated
students waiting to hear about positions.
Instrumenl
Since the available subject access time was limited to a single crass session, it was
necessary to choose between probing a few concepts thoroughly and sampling a wider
variety ofconcepts more tentatively. The latter was considered more appropriate for an
exploratory analysis. A 100-item questionnaire was constructed, on which students
indicated their agreement or disagreement with various statements on six-point Liken-
scales. Six-point scales were used to eliminate neutral responses.
The questionnaire was administered in Arabic. A preliminary version of the
questionnaire items was initially formulated in English, based on existing questionnaires in
use' concepts of motivation found in the psychological literature, and discussions with
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teachers, administrators, and students. These questions were then professionally
translated into Arabic, first literally and then more figurativery, in order to ensure that a[
questions were phrased in a way that was natural and appropriate. The Arabic version of
the questionnaire was then back-transrated to English. The Arabic version ofthe
questionnaire is found in Appendix A. For the Engrish back-translation, see Appendix B.
The first 50 items ofthe questionnaire concem motivation; the next set of22 items
concern preferences for classroom instructional activities; and the final 25 items concern
learning strategies. Three additional items were deleted from the analysis (see ..analysis',).
In Part A: Motivation, the first five items deal with intrinsic motivation, three of which
are positively worded (e.g.,I enjoy tearning Engtish very much),two of which are
negatively worded (e-g., I don't enjoy rearning Engrish, but I taow that learning Engrish
is importanr Ior me) and were reverse coded for the anarysis. Items #6 through 20 dear
with extrinsic motivation and represent a variety ofreasons for learning English (e.g.,
Bcing able to speak Engtish wi| add to my sociar srarus, r wanr lo learn Engrish hecau.se
ir is useful when traveling in many countries, I need to be able to read textbooks in
Enghsh\ Items #21-24 concern personar psychorogicar needs, both achievement orienred
(e g 
' 
I really wanr to rearn more Engrish in this crass than I have done in the pst\ and
aftiliation oriented (e g., one of rhe most impoftant rhings in this crass is geuing arong
with other studenls). Items #26-34 concem expectations (e.g., This Engtish class will
de.finitely help me improve my Engrish)and a number ofrocus ofcontrol statements (e.g.,
If I do well in this course, it wi be because I try hanl; If I don,t do wett in this class, it
will be because the class is ttn dfficai). These items raise some interesting questions
regarding their expression in Arabic, since Arabic culture and American-European culture
(within which attribution theories have been formulated) stress very different views about
pcrs.nal volition. rn most contexts in Arabic, positive statements about the future are
obligatorily followed by the expression in.sha'aLah (God wi[ing), and whether to incrude
this and other similar phrases in surveys has been ofconcern to sociar scientists. Tessrer,
Palmer, Farah, and Ibrahim (1987) reported that responses differ systematicaly depending
on whether God is mentioned, so it is important to be consistent within a questionnaire.
we chose to omit such explicit references, but noted that some informants qualified their
l8
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positive responses to items asserting personal control over success and failure with
marginal notes referring to God's will.
Questionnaire items #35 to 38 concern stereotypical attitudes towards Americans and
British, which were elicited directly from a sample ofstudents. Items #39-44 concern
anxiety, including general class anxiety, speaking anxiety, test anxiety, and fear ofthe
opinions ofthe teacher and other students. Items lt45-50 concem motivational strength
(e.g., My attendance in this classwill be god: I can honestly say that I really put my
best effort into trying to learn English\.
Part B ofthe questionnaire contains 22 items dealing with preferences for instructional
activities and other characteristics ofthe EFL class, including the use of Arabic and
English in class, skill emphasis, a concern for communicative proficiency vs. preparation
for exams, teacher-fronted vs. student centered orientations, preferences for individualistic
or cooperative and active or passive learning situations, attitudes towards challenging
tasks, and preferences concerning feedback.
Part c of the questionnaire concerns cognitive strategies. Based primarily on the work
of Pintrich (1989), the 25 items cover rehearsal and rote learning strategies (#l-4),
elaboration (#5-7), organizational strategies (#8-9), inferencing strategies (#10-13),
metacognitive strategies such as planning, monitoring and regulating (#14-19), and
resource management (#20-25).
Procedures
To counterbalance any tiredness effects, three orderings ofthe questionnaire items
were compiled and were randon y assigned to subjects for completion. Students
completed the questionnaires in a single class period during the first week ofthe term.
Analysis
After administration ofthe questionnaire and before analyzing the data, the
questionnaire was validated by running a Pearson correlation matrix ofthe components of
the motivation subscales and the items themselves. As a result the following three
negatively worded items were deleted:
l. The English tend to be snobbish and unfriendly people
t9
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2. Americans are not conservative
3. American culture is not a very good influence in Egypt
The intemal consistency reliability ofthe components of motivation, attitudes towards
instructional activities and learning styles and strategies were assessed by means of
Cronbach's alpha coeffcient. These are indicated on the English back-translation of the
questionnaire in Appendix B. The data relating to EFL motivation, preferences for
classroom activities, and leaming strategies were then subjected to two different data
reduction techniques. In the first ofthese, the data were factor analyzed (principle
component analysis, SYSTAT 4.0) to extract underlying factors. The second analysis
consisted of multidimensional scaling (MDS) of the same data. ANOVAs were used to
assess the effects of age, gender and proficiency on the dimensions of motivation that
emerged from the MDS analysis, and Pearson product-moment correlations were used to
examine relationships among motivational factors, instructional preferences, and preferred
leaming strategies.
RESULTS
Means and standard deviations for each ofthe questionnaire items are indicated on the
back-translated English version ofthe questionnaire in Appendix B. Table 2 lists the most
agreed with and least agreed with statements from Part A (motivation) ofthe
questionnaire. From Table 2, it can be seen that the informants in this sample ofEgyptian
adult EFL leamers expressed strong agreement with statements that they expect to do well
in the course, that leaming English is important, useful, and enjoyable, and that they
expect to attend regularly and will probably take another course. These informants, in
general, responded that they were not taking the class to please others (spouse,
supervisor, other) or to emigrate or to pass examinalions. They disagreed quite strongly
with statements concerning anxiety. Although some items have high standard deviations,
most informants in this sample said that they are not afraid ofthe opinions ofteachers or
fellow students and do not feel embanassed or uncomfortable when speaking English.
These data are interesting, and we suspect that EFL teachers with considerable
international experience (or experience in working with different cultural groups in second
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Table 2
Most and Least Agreed with Stalementslrom the Motivation Questionnaire
Degree of Agrce,nent
hem
2l
Mean SD
Highest
.lgreement
This class will help me improve my English 5.604
Want to learn more in this class than in the past 5.5EE
I enjoy leaming English very much 5.580
English is important, will broaden my view 5.568
I plan to continue studying as long as possible 5.444
I'm lcarning English to b€come moIe educated 5.428
My relationship with the teacher is imponant 5.378
English is useful wlrcn traveling in many countries 5.336
My attendance in this class will be good 5.31'l
A-ftcr this class I will probably take another course 5.301
0.706
o.'t4l
o.'t63
0.8t1
0.86E
o.941
0.$6
LO26
0.835
1.037
Least
Agreemenl
If I don't do well, because the class is too diftic-ult
My spous€y'supeNisor wants me to improve Eng
I feel uncomfonable ifI have lo sp€ak English
I want to learn English to emigrate
It ernbarrases me to volunteer answers
Don't like to speak, afraid of teacher opinion
I'm afraid other students will laugh at me
The main reason I need English is to pass exams
2.846 1.309
2.693 L826
2.634 t.541
2.552 1.73t
2.54t 1.480
2.455 1.493
2.223 1.403
2.044 1.334
language settings) may see in this something ofthe motivational style of Egyptian learners,
who are generally confident and committed to leaming English. This might be contrasted
with the different styles ofother cultural groups, for example Japanese learners of English,
who are often excellent language learners but who frequently express a lack ofconfidence
in their abilities, either because they truly do lack confidence or because it is socially
appropriate to say that they do. However, since this is not a comparative study and
because we are concemed more with the internal structure of motivation, these areas of
agreement among our informants are of less central interest than areas ofvariation within
their responses. These were analyzed through factor analysis and multidimensional
scaling.
Results of the Factor Analyses
The data from Parts A (motivation), B (preferences for instruclional activities) and C
(learning strategies) of the questionnaire were factor analyzed separately, using principle
component analysis (SYSTAT 4.0) to extract underlying factors. The number offactors
to be extracted was based on the following criteria:
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L Minimum eigenvalues of I .0
2. Each factor to account for at least 3% oftotal variance
3. Each factor to contain individual items with a minimum loading of .45
Motivational Factorc
After varimax rotation, a nine factor solution was chosen, which accounted for 48.3o/o
ofthe total variance in the motivation sub+est (see Table 3).
Table 3
Factor Ana\tsis lor Part A: Molivation
Eiger Valuc PercentaSe Cumulativc
Percentage
Faclor I Determination
Factor 2 Anxiety
Factor 3 Instrumental mol.
Factor 4 Sociability
Factor 5 Attitudes lo culturc
Faclor 6 Foreign residenc€
Factor ? Intrinsic mot.
Factor E Beliefs about failure
Factor 9 Enjoyment
10.44
3.52
2.08
l.2l
1.63
l.l7
t.u
1.39
1.28
t2.9
6.2
6.0
5.3
4.1
3.1
3.6
3.4
3.0
12.9
t9.l
25.2
30.5
34.6
38.3
41.9
45.3
48.3
Fourteen items load on Factor l:
I plan to continue studying English as long as possible
My attendance in this class will be good
Ifl do well in this course, it will be because I try hard
This class will delinitely help me improve my English
After I finish this class, I will probably take another English course
I really want to learn more English in this class than I have in the past
I often think about how to leam English better
I expect to do well in this class because I am good at leaming English
If I don't do well in this class, it will be because I don,t try hard enough
I can honestly say that I put my best efhrt into trying to learning English
My relationship with the teacher in this class is important to me
Loading
.7t
.71
.64
.63
.62
.61
.58
.54
<?
.52
.49
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I am learning English to become more educated
Leaming English is important to me because it wilr broaden my view
lflees for this class were increased, I would still enroll because English is
important
I feel uncomfortable ifl have to speak in English class
It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my English class
I don't like to speak in class; I'm afraid the teacher will think I,m not a good
student
I'm afraid other students will laugh at me when I speak English
I can learn English well, but I don't perform well on tests and exarns
I often have difficulty concentrating in English class
23
.49
.49
.47
The items loading highest on the first factor can be divided into three categories: those
assening high motivationar strength and determination to rearn Engrish wen (7 irems: ptan
to corrlinue, quendence will he goal, will prcbably take another course, wonl l() lcurrt
more rhan in past' think about h,ts Io rearn Engrish better, pul hesr eforr into rearning
Engrtsh' wourd sti' enro' ifrees increasetr), items conceming expectations ofsuccess (4
items: crass wiu definitery help improve Engtish, if I do weL it witt be becouse I try hard,
expecl lo do well because goal at learning English, if I don't do well it wilt be because I
don't try hard enoagD), prus three more heterogeneous items (retarionship with teacher is
important, learning English to become morc educated, Engtishwi, broaden my view). lt
is interesting to note that the four items fiom the expectancy/contror subsection ofthe
motivational questionnaire that road on Factor l a[ attribute success or fairure to abirity or
effort, rather than externar causes (the teacheq task difficurty). This factor might be
labeled "expectation ofsuccess," but it seems to us even stronger than that, and we have
called it determination. "
Factor 2 is readily interpretable, since it consists ofall the items from the anxiety
subscale of the motivational questionnaire:
Loading
.81
.80
.80
.6t
.46
.46
It is interesting that difficulty in concentrating in class loads on this factor, suggesting that
concentration is not a purely cognitive variable. Many psychologibts relate anxiety to the
intrusion of unwelcome thoughts and difficulty in concentrating.
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Factor3consistsoffourquestionnaireitems,allfromtheextrinsicmotivationsubscale
ofrhe questionnaire' all with a strong instrumental orientation:
Loading
Being able to speak English will add to my social status '75
Ifl learn English better, I will be able to get a betterjob 71
lncreasing my English proficiency will have financial benefits 6l
If I can speak English I will have a marvelous life 48
Factor4consistsofthreequestionnaireitems,alladdressingpersonalneedsfor
affiliation. We have labeled the dimension "sociability'' The items loading on this factor
concern the classroom as a social environment and a concern with getting along with both
students (as potential friends) and the teacher.
loading
One reason I leam English is that I can meet new people and make friends
in class 67
My relationship with the teacher in this class is important '60
One olthe most important things in this class is getting along with other
students 52
Factor 5 consists offour items conceming target language speakers and American and
British culture. We label this factor "attitudes towards foreign culture " This factor might
also be considered to represent an integrative orientation.
Loading
The English are conservative people who cherish customs and traditions .71
Americans are very friendly people .64
Most of my favorite actors and musicians are British or American .61
British culture has contributed a lot to the world .46
Factor 6 consists of only two items, and we have labeled it "foreign residence."
Loading
I am learning English because I want to spend time in an English speaking
country
I want to learn English because I would like to emigrate
.72
.61
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Factor 7 consists ofthree questionnaire items from the intrinsic motivation subscare:
Learning English is a hobby for me
I don't enjoy leaming English, but leaming English is important lor me
(reverse coded) 
.57
I wish I could learn English in an easier way, without going to class
(reverse coded) 
.47
The two items that load on Factor g concem beliefs about failure, specifically the
attribution offailure to extemal causes:
Loading
.65
Loading
.7t
.71
If I don't leam well in this class, it will be mainly because ofthe teacher
Ill don't do well in this class, it will be because the class is too diffficult
The single item loading on Factor 9 is rabered "enjoyment," although conceptualry
there is little to distinguish it from the items loading on Factor 7 (intrinsic motivation):
I enjoy learning English very much
Loading
.51
Factor Analysis of Instructional preferences
For the factor anarysis ofour informants' preferences for classroom activities and
methodological approaches, a six factor solution was chosen based on the same criteria
mentioned above with respect to the factor analysis ofthe motivation questionnaire. This
solution accounts for 50.3% ofthe total variance, as indicated in Table 4.
Table 4
Focror Analysis Ior Part B: Prelerences lor lnstructional Activities
Eigen Value Percentage Cumulative
Percentage
3.57
1.26
2.12
l.4l
t.o2
r.l0
t2.7
2t.3
29.6
38.0
45.0
50.3
Factor I Balanced approach
Factor 2 Group & pair work
Factor 3 Silent leamer
Factor 4 Chal lenge/curiosity
Factor 5 Direct method
Factor 6 Feedback
12.7
E.6
6.5
E.2
6.9
5.4
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Six questionnaire items load on Factor I :
It is important for the teacher to maintain discipline in English class
Students in English class should let the teacher know why they are studying
English
Students should ask questions when they have not understood a point in class
Reading and writing should be emphasized in English class
Listening and speaking should be emphasized in English class
Activities should be designed to improve students' ability to communicate in
English '46
The items loading on this factor concem two different aspects ofthe language
classroom, thc contrast between teacher-fronted and student centered classrooms, and the
skill areas to be emphasized. It seems that subjects scoring high on this factor prefer a
balanced approach with respect to both ofthese aspects. The teacher is to be in control to
the extent of maintaining classroom discipline, but students should ask questions when
they do not understand a point made in class and should make their reasons for leaming
English known so that lessons can be made relevant to their goals. All four skill areas
(listening, speaking, reading, writing) should be emphasized (questionnaire items
conceming pronunciation and grammar did not load on this factor), and the goal ofthe
class should be to improve the learners' communicative ability. We label this factor "the
balanced approach."
Factor 2 contains three items conceming individualistic and cooperative leaming
situations, specifically, attitudes towards group and pair work:
Loading
I like English learning activities in which students work in pairs or groups .79
I prefer to work by myself in English class, not with other students
Group activities & pair work in English class are a waste of time
A positive score on this factor means that an individual likes cooperative learning
structures. A negative score on the factor means that an individual does not like group
activities or pair work, thinks they are a waste of time, and would rather work alone.
Loading
.'l I
.67
.65
.&
.47
-.75
-.68
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Factor 3 contains four items which seem somewhat simirar to those ofFactor 2 in their
anti-communicative bias, though in this case, the issue is not individualism versus
cooperation but talking or remaining silent. we label this factor .,the silent leamer,,, to
reflect the items that load on ir:
Loading
In English class, the teacher should do most oftalking and students should
only answer 6j
27
Pronunciation should not be an important focus in the English class
Communication activities are a waste of time in this class
I prefer to sit and listen, and don't like being forced to speak in class
I prefer activities and material that really challenge me so I can learn more
I prefer activities and material that arouse my curiosity even if it is difficult to
learn
I prefer an English crass with rots ofactivities that alow active participation
Factor 5 consists ofonly two items:
During English class, I would like to have only English spoken
English class is most useful when the emphasis is put on grammar
Factor 4 is labeled "cha[enge & curiosity" after the first two items that road on it:
.60
.57
.5?
Loading
.81
.79
.46
Loading
.76
.58
The two items loading on Factor 5 are negativery correlated with each other. Those who
score high on the factor think that onry the target language should be used and do not
think that grammatical explanations should be emphasized. Those who score low on this
factor do want grammar emphasized and do not think the target language needs to be used
all the time. These are the most basic points ofcontrast between traditional grammar-
translation approaches to foreign language teaching and various ..direct" methods
(including the natural approach in the U.S. and communicative language teaching
intemationally), so we have labeled this factor "direct method."
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Factor 6 is labeled "feedback." Only two items load on it:
Loading
It is important fot the teacher to give immediate feedback so that students
know if right/wrong
The teacher should not criticize students who make mistakes in class
Factor onalysis of learning strategies
Forthefactoranalysisofoursubjects'statementsconcerningthecognitivestrategies
that are most typical oftheir learning behavior, a five factor solution was chosen based on
the same criteria mentioned above with resPect to the factor analyses ofthe motivation
and classroom preferences questionnaires. This solution accounts for 4'l .30o/o ofthc total
variance, as shown in Table 5.
TABLE 5
Factor Analtsislor Part C: Leaming Strategies
Eigen Value Percentage Cumulative
Percentage
.80
.53
Factor I Active involvement
Factor 2 Organizing learning
Faclor 3 Resource rngrnnt
Factor 4 Coping strategies
Factor 5 Time mgmnt
6.82
1.52
L25
l.l7
1.07
l?.08
| 1.49
't.56
6.09
5.07
t7.08
2t.58
36.l4
42.23
47.30
Factor I is labeled "active involvement." The eight questionnaire items that load on
this factor represent a variety oflearning strategies, including rehearsal, inferencing, self-
monitoring, and calling upon others for help:
Loading
When I read something in English I usually read it more than once .70
I say or write new expressions in English repeatedly in order to practice them .66
I always go back over a test to make sure I understand everything .64
I always try to evaluate my progress in learning English .62
When studying for a test, I try to determine which concepts I don't understand .61
I learn from my mistakes in English by trying to understand the reasons .61
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When I have a question, I ask my teacher about it or try to find the answer 
.60
I actively look for people with whom I can speak English
.50
Factor 2 is labeled "organizing learning." rt consists offive items representing the
leaming strategies ofelaboration and organization and a generally analytic style of
learning:
Loading
I always try to notice similarities and differences between English and Arabic .70
When learning a new grarnmar rule, I think about its relationship to others .69
When I srudy, I pick out the important points and make charts & diagrams .55
I make summaries of what I've leamed in my English class
I try to find the meaning ofa word by dividing it into parts I understand
Factor 3 is labeled "resource management." It consists of two items dealing with
arranging a time and place to study English:
29
.55
46
I have a regular place set aside for studying
I anange my schedule to make sure that I keep up with my English class
Loading
.75
.70
Factor 4 is labeled "coping strategies." It consists of three items: memorization
(rehearsal), guessing from context, and inferencing.
Loading
When leaming new words I say them over and over to memorize to
memorize them 
.63
When I do not understand a word in reading, I try to gu$s its meaning
from context
.56
I try to look for pattems in English without waiting for the teacher to explain .53
Factor 5 is labeled "time management." lt consists of two items, both reflecting time
pressures and the need to be efficient:
Loading
I often find that I don't spend much time studying English because of
other activities .63
When studying, I try to think ofthe important points, instead of reading
everything .45
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M ultidi me nsional Scali ng
Factor analysis is by far the preferred method ofanalysis in studies of language leaming
motivation (otsryen, in this volume). Although the factor analyses presented so far have
a certain amount of face validity and are comparable in many respects to other studies of
foreign language learning motivatiorl there are several reasons why these results are not as
satisfactory as might be hoped. The combined variance accounted for by the three factor
analyses is no greater than 50% for any of the three analyses. This means that an
unspecified number offactors other than the nine we identified for the motivational
questionnaire also accounted for about 507o of the variance. One reason for this might be
that our scales were not interval (evenly spaced), which is an assumption of factor
analysis, but not of multidimensional scaling (Hatch & LazaratoL, l99l). We therefore
proceeded to carry out multidimensional scaling on the same data
This statistical tool, which has rarely been used in any area of second and foreign
language studies, is related to factor analysis in that it is also a data reduction model, a set
of mathematical techniques that enable researchers to uncover the hidden structure ofa
data set (Kruskal & Wish, 1978). It differs from factor analysis in that it can usually fit an
appropriate model into fewer dimensions, and unlike factor analysis, which is linear, MDS
is a spatial model. A set of data is represented by a set ofpoints in a spatial configuration
or map. Each axis ofthe map represents a dimension. Whereas in factor analysis only a
small set of items typically load on a particular factor, in MDS each item is located
somewhere along the continuum indicated by each dimension (much as a collection of
people could be placed into a three-dimensional space defined by dimensions of age,
height, and weight). By finding key differences between items at opposite ends of each
dimension, the theoretical meaning ofthe analysis can be determined.
Multidimensional Scaling of the Motivation Questionnaire
Multidimensional scaling of the 50 items of the motivation questionnaire indicated that
85% ofthe variance could be accounted for with a three-dimensional model (stress offinal
configuration = 0.147). Spatially, certain clusters of items occupy a distinctive space in
the model. For example, those questionnaire items related to anxiety fell into a cluster
defined by low values on the first dimension, moderately high on the second dimension,
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and low on the third dimension (the analysis ofsuch clusters is similar to factor analysis).
Tables 6, 7, and 8 show the distribution of all questionnaire items along the three
dimensions.
we have labeled Dimension I "af[ect." Alternatively, it could be labeled "enjoyment"
or "intrinsic motivation." The distribution of items along this dimension supports
csikszentmihalyi's model of intrinsic motivation (csikszentmihalyi & Nakamura, 1989:
Wong & Csikszentmihalyi, 1991). At one end of the continuum, we find what
csikszentmihalyi calls "flow," the self-motivating feeling ofenjoyment (l enjoy learning
English very mucfi) that one experiences in association with both challenge (learning
English is a challenge that I enjoy) and skill (l expect to do well in this class because I'm
good at learning Englkh\. At the other end ofthe continuum represented by Dimension I
are found items relating to high challenge (il's inportanl to show ny ability to family,
friends, npervisors) coupled with low skill (l don't perform u'ell on tests and
examinalions), which in Csikszentmihalyi's theory results in tnxiely (il embarrasses me lo
volunleer answers, I feel uncomforlable if I hwe to speak), the opposite of flow. In this
case, there may be extrinsic motivation (lhe main reason I need to learn English is to pass
erams), but the enjoyment and cognitive efficiency are impaired (I often luve difJinlty
concentrating in English class).
Motivation Dimension 2 is much harder to interpret. After much thought and
discussion, we have labeled this dimension "goal orientation," but other labels might be
"internal" vs. "extemal" reference, a "learning' vs. "performance orientation," or
"extrinsic motivation." The key to interpreting this dimension appears to be the negative
end ofthe continuum, where most questionnaire items cOncerning extrinsic motivation for
learning English are found. There is a lot ofvariety in the items represented (l want to
tearn English because I would like to emigrate, increasing my English profciency will
have fnonciat benefts, I need to be able to read texlbooks in English' I will be able to
get a better job), and integratively oriented items also fall towards the same end of this
dimension (nosl of ny /avorile aclors and musicians are eilher British ol American, I
can meel new people and make friends in my English c/ass). But, all ofthese items
represent "reasons" for studying English. At the other end ofthe continuum are items that
3l
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Table 6
lllotivolion Dimension 1 (A,fect)
don't 
-enjoy leaming English, but I know English is important. (reveGed)
*rsh l-could learn English in an easier way, without going to class. <r"n6rr"Olenjoy leaming English very mucb.
t.64
1.60
t.0l
.8E
.87
.Et
.71
.6lt
.6(>
.65
.63
.56
.47
.46
.43
.37
.37
.33
.32
.30
.30
.29
.28
.24
.23
.23
.12
.01
-.0,6
-.t5
_.05
-.o7
-.14
-.19
-.20
-.25
_.52
-.51
-.65
-.11
-.84
-t.00
-1.04
-1.08
-t. t
-t.23
-1.29
-1.38
-1.41
-t.43
Leaming English is a hobby for me.
I expect to do well in this class because I am good at teaming English.
Leaming English is a challenBe ahar I enjoy.
Th€ English arc conservarive people who cihcrish customs and traditions.
My attendanc€ in this class will b€ good
I rcally want to leam more English in ftis class llun I have done in rhe pas.
lplan to.continue srudying English for as long as possible.English is imponant to me b€cause it will brc;de; my view.
British culture has contributed a lot to the world.
Afler 
- 
l lirush this class, I will probably take another English courc.
I can honestly say thar I really pul my best efon inO ryi-ng to leam English.
Arnericans are very friendly people.
Most of my favorite aclors and musicians are either British or American.If the fees were increased, I would still enroll becausc English is i*porr.n, ,o *".My reladonship with the teacher in this class is imponanito me. '
Everybody in Erypl should be able to speat Englisit.
I want to learn English because it is useful wlre-n traveling in many countries.Tlus English class will delinitely help me improve my en"gtisll- 'lt rs lmportant to me to do better than lbe ofter students in my class.If I do well in this course, ir will be because I trv lrard.
I am leaming English ro become morc educareJ.
I need to b€ able to rcad texlbooks in English.
If I don'l do well in this class, it will be because I don,t trv hard enouphI oflcn thinl about how I can learn English betrer.lfl can speak English I will have a marvelous life.
Orc of rhc.most imponaot lhillgs: getting along wilh the other sludenls.
l rus ctass ts tmponanl lo rne because.l will be able to help rrry childretr learn English.lf I lcanr a lol in lhis class. it will be becaus€ of the teachlr
Being able to speak English will add to my social status.
Learrung Entlish lo spend a period of fim; in an English speaking counrry.If I learn English berrer, I wi be able to g€t a berrer;ob.
Irrcreasing my English proficiency will have financia-l benefits for rne
l_$'ant to leam English because I would like to ernigrate.
lf I don't do well, it wiu be because I donl have muih ability for learning English.I can rneel new people and rnal.e friends in my English class.lfs rmportant to show nry ability to my familifrie;dysupeNisorvolhers.
lf I don't learn well in this class, it wiU be ruinly because offt reactrer.
If I do well in this class, it will be because this ii an easy class.
M:lin rcaso I atn taking thrs class: parentvmy spouse/ my supervisors wanr me to.
I lre fllarn reason I need to leant Ellglish is to pass exanrinations.
If I don't do well in this class, it will be because the class is ioo difficult.
I tlrink I can learn English well. but I don,t perform well on fests and examinations.
I oftcn lravc dilficully conccnlraling in Engiish class.
DoD't likc to speak in English clasVafraid icachcr will thiok not a good srudcnl.
I anr.afraid otlrcrstudents will laugh at me wten I speak English.
I fccl uncomfortable if I luve to speak in my English class.
ll errbarrasses me lo voluntecr allswerc in my Elglish class.
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Table 7
Motivation Dimension 2 (Goal orientation)
JJ
Allcr I finish this class, I will probably tate another English course.
I onen think about llow I can leam English b€tter.
Ifthe fees were incrcased, I would stilt enroll because English is imponant to me.
tf I learn a lot in this class, it will be because of the teacher.
lf I don't do well in this class, it will b€ because I don,t try hard enough.
I plan to continue studying English for as long as possible.
It embarasses me to volunteer answers in my English class.
I often have difriculty concentrating in English class.
My attendance in this class will b€ good.
I car honcstly say rhat I rcally pur my b€st effon into trying to lcarn English.
Dou't lile to spcak oftcn in English class/afraid tcacher will think not a good studeot.
This class is inrponant because I will b€ able to help my childrcn learn English.'
I wish I could leam English in an easier way, without going to class. (rcversed).
This English class will definitely help nre improve my English.
I feel uncomfonable if I have to speak in my English class.
I don't do well , it will be because I don't have much ability for lcaming English.
If I do well in this course, it will be because I try hard.
I am learning English to become more educated.
My relationship with the teacher in this class is important to mc.
I really *?nt to learn more English in this class than I have done in the past.
One ofthe most imponanl things: gening along wirh the other studcnts.
am afraid orher srudents will laugh at me when I speak English.
enjoy learning English very much.
think I can learn English well, but I don't perform well on tests and examinations.
English is important to me becaus€ it will broaden my view.
It is important to me to do better tlun the other students in my class.
Learning English is a hobby for me.
Learning English is a challenge that I enjoy.
I don't enjoy learning English, but know English is important. (rcvers€d)
lf I don't do well in this class, it will be because the class is too difficult.
lf I can speak English I will have a marvclous life.
lf I do well in this class, it will be b€cause tlds is an easy class.
Being able to speak English will add ro my social srarus.
Everybody in Egypr should be able to speak Englisb.
Inrportant to show my ability io my farnily/friendV supervisorVothcrs.
I expect to do well in this class because I am good at learning English.
Main reason I arn hking this class: parentyspouse/supeNisoF want me to.
I want to lcarn English because it is useful when faveling in nuny countries.Ifl learn English bener, I will be able ro get a berrerjob.
Americans are very friendly people.
lf I donl lcarn well in this class, it will be mainly because of the t€acher.
The main reason I need to learn English is to pass examinations.
I can m€€t new people and male friends in rny English class.
I need to be able to read rextbooks in English.
Lenming English to spend a period of time in an English sp€aking country.
lncreasing my English proficiency will have financial benefits for me.
Most of my favorite aclors and musicians are either British or American
British cullure has cootributed a lot to the world.
I waot to letrn Fnglish because I would like to emigrate.
Thc English are conservative people who cherish custorns and traditions.
.85
.15
.73
.56
.53
.4E
.46
.45
.44
40
.31.)
.l(,
.36
.31
.31
.29
.2E
.26
.25
.21
.17
.13
.13
.10
.06
.04
-.01
-.03
-.03
-.04
-.07
-.10
-.ll
-.t2
-. l5
-.22
-.30
-.31
-.35
-.36
-.3E
-.41
-.53
-.62
-.63
-.7 5
-.85
-.91
-1.00
-1.07
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Table 8
I4o,ivalion Dimension 3 (Expectancy)
Increasing my English proficiency will have financial benelis for me.
If I learn English bener, I wilt be able to ger a be erjob.
I need to be able to read rcx$ooks in English.
It is imponant to me to do better than thc other $uden6 in my class.
One of the mos important things: getting a.long with the ot#r stuOenrs.I am learning English to become more educated.
Important to show my ability to my family/friendv supervisorvothers.
I rea ) want lo leam more English in this class than i have done in th€ pa$.This class is imponanr to me becaus€ I will be able to nefp my ctitAren.'
Being able ro spe€k English will add to my social status.
My relationship with the teacher in this class is imponant Io me.I want to learn English because it is useful when travelling in mar,y courrtrics.Main reason I am taking this class: parentgspouse/supe-i-o *"nr rn" ro.I car mect new people and make friends in my Englisl class
I oflen Lhink about how I can leam English better.-
EverlMy in ES/pt sbould be able to sFak English.
English is imponant to me becaus€ it will broaien my view.
This English class will definitely help me improve mv EnelishI ofien have difiiculty concenrraring in Engliil class.-
kTTl.g E-"elrh 1." spend.aperiod of timJin an English speaking counrry.lf I can speak English I will have a marvelous life.
.74
.71
.7t
.69
.52
.52
.49
.48
.48
.46
.43
.39
.38
.34
.33
.32
.32
.26
.t6
.15
.t5
. t3
.13
.t2
.07
.05
.02
-.02
-.06
-.09
-.tl
-. l4
-.15
-.17
-.26
-.2'l
--28
-.3 t
-.36
-.38
-.39
-.,1o
-.43
-.71
-.77
-.77
-.80
-.E5
-1.t3
My anendance in this class will be good.
A-fter I linish rhis class. I will probably tate anorher English course.Il I do well in thrs course. it will b€ b€cause t try hard.
I plan to continue studying English for as long as possible.
I expect to do well in this class because I am lood'at leaming English.The main reason I need ro leam English is tolass exami*ri""^.'--
I :i IT:,tl *I q, I realty pur.my besr effon into trying to team Engtish.enjoy leaming English very nruch.
want to learn English because I would like to emigrare.
Learning English is a clullenge that I enjoy.
Don't like to speak in clasvafraid that my teacher will think not a good studenr.ll I lctrn a lot in this class, rt will be because ofrhe reaclreiI rhrrk I cao rcarn Engrish wc[, bur r don't perfornr wen or rcsrs and cxamroarions.I fccl.unco fonablc if I lr:rvc ro spcak in my English clasi. -- -'- -.-
clllbarritsscs tne lo voluntccr a swers in rny Englislr class.
lj"t,afra'.{ grlTl sryderB wi laugh al me when I speat English.ll I do well in this class, it will b€ b€cause lhis is an'easy clais.British culture bas contributed a lot to the world.
Most of my favorite actors and musicians are either British or American.
Arnericans are very friendly people.
lf fces were increased, I would still enroll because English is imponar to me.I uisl I coutd learn English in an easier way, *itf,""t"e"i"i!" 
"i*;&"rr.dlTlrc Englistr are conscrvarive people who cherish cui,J*, iJ,raaiiJ^.Learntng t ugltsll iS a lrobbv for lltelfl don't do well in this class. ir will be because the class is too difl.icult.l.donl erjoy learning Elglish. bul English is il)porranr f", i". ir.".r*afIf I don't do well in lhrs ctass. ir rviu * because ia",,iill;;;;;;;;-lf I don't do well, ir wil be becausc I.aol,r trave.uiuctr atifi,fil, i"iriirg e"grio,lf I don'l learn welt in llris ctass. rr witt be mainty because;i;1" ;;";"
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might be characterized as learning English for no particular reason, i.e., sources of
motivation unrelated to extemal reasons or rewards. The two items from the extrinsic
motivation subscale that are at the positive end of Dimension 2 (English is important to
me because it will bnnden my view, I atn learning English to becorne more educatee
seem similar to other items at the positive end because they stress intemal rather than
external sources of reward. We also note that all items conceming anxiety are fairly high
on this dimension. This suggests that those who are motivated by internal goals may be
more anxious than those who have concrete, external goals.
Dimension 3 is labeled "expectancy." Once agaiq a number ofother labels might be
appropriate, including "success orientation," "determination," "confidence," "positive
thinking," or even "denial." What is most striking to us about Dimension 3, is that many
ofthe items that load at the positive end ofthe dimension are expressed in a very positive
way (increasing ny English profciency will have ftnarrcial benefits, I will be able to get
u beller job, I will be uble lo help ny children, being able to speak English will adl to my
social slalus). Qualified statements of success (f1do well in this anurse, it will be
because...) fall in the middle of the continuum. At thc extreme negative cnd ofthe
dimension are all four questionnaire items conceming attributions of failure (if I don't do
well in this class, itwill be because ...). It seems as though it does not matter much which
attribution statement is presented for response, iffailure is mentioned, the item falls at the
negative pole of this dimension.
Multidimensional Scaling of Instructional Preferenc*
Multidimensional scaling ofthe 22 items in Part B ofthe questionnaire (preferences for
instructional activities) indicated that 88% ofthe variance could be accounted for with a
2-dimensional model (stress of final configuration = 0. l2). Tables 9 and l0 show the
distribution of all questionnaire items along the two dimensions.
Dimension I represents a communicative orientation. Items thdt concern active
participation and activities designed to help students improve their ability to communicate,
small group and pair work are at the positive end ofthis dimensionl Statements that
dismiss communicative activities while welcoming a focus on grammar and explanations in
Arabic are at the negative end ofthe dimension.
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Table 9
lnstructional preferences dimension I (@mmunicative orien tation)
I prefer a class in which there are lots of activities that allow me to participate actively. l.19
Activities should be designed to belp students improve their ability to communicate. l.l0
I like leaming activities in which students work in pairs or small groups. 1.02
Thc teacher should do most of the talking and students should answer when called upon.
Listening and speaking sbould be emphasized in English class.
lmmediale feedback is important so students know whether they are right or *rong.
Students should ask questions whenevq they have not understood a point.
I prefer activities and material that arouse my curiosity even if it is difticult to learn.
During English class, I would like to have only English spoken.
I prefer activities and material tlut really challenge me so that I can learn more.
It is imponant for the teacher to maintain discipline in English class
Students should let the teacher know why they are studying English.
The teacher should make sure that everyone in this class learns English equally well.
Reading and writing should be emphasized in Englisb class.
The teacher should nol criticiz€ studenb who make mistakes in class.
English class is most useful when the emphasis is put on gramrnar.
The teacher should explain things in Arabic sometimes to help us learn.
I prefer to sit and listen, and don't like b€ing forc€d to speak in English.
I prefer to work by myself in English class, not with other students.
cornnrunication activities are a wast€ of time, because I ouly reed to pass examinations. - l.2g
Group activities and pair work in English class are a waste of time. l.2g
Prorrunciation should not be an imponant focus of the English class. -1.36
Table l0
lnstructional preferences dimension 2 (teachet control)
.E4
.78
.74
.74
.67
.66
.57
.46
.27
.30
.02
-.32
-.48
-.68
-t.16
-1.18
The teacher should explain things in Arabic someiimes to help us leam.
It is imponant for th€ reacher to nraintain discipline in English class
The teacher should nake sure that everyone in this class learns English equally well.
Reading and *ridng should be emphasized in English class.
Acrrvitic-s sllould bc dcsigllcd lo ltclp slude[ts itDprovc thcir ability lo cotrunulicate.
ProDunciation should nol bc an inlporlant focus of the English cliss.
prcfer a class in which there are lols ofactivitics that allow lne to paflicipate actively.
prefer activities and nralerial thal really challenge rne so that I ca; learn more.
Students should ask questions whenever they have not understood a point. 
.44
I like leaming activities in which students work in pairs or small groups. 
.3g
Eoglish class is most useful when the emphasis is put on grammai. ' 
.36
I prefer to sit and listen, and don't like being forced to speak in English. 
.33
Irnrnediate feedback is imponant so sludents know whether they are ,ight or ,"ron g. .2j
Thc lcacher should do nrost of the talking and students should inswerihen calred=upon. .rj
CorDnlunication activitics are a wasle of time, bceuse I only need to pass examinations. .I IStrrdcnls should let thc rcachcr know why rhey are studying English. 
.I I
l-rstcrrirrg atrd spcakirrg should bc erlphasizcd ill Euglish class. (,6
.69
.52
.51
.41
prefer to work by mys€lf in Elglish class, not with other sludents.
I prefer acrivities and rnateriar tlut arouse my curiosity even if ir is difficurt ro rearn.
Group activities and pair work in English class are a wasle oftinle.
The teacher should not criticize students who make mistakes in class
During English class, I would like ro have only English spoken.
-.05
-.07
-.23
-.24
-.40
-.41
-.50
- 1.09
-1.31
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Dimension 2 is labeled "teacher control." Most questionnaire items that even mention
the teacher are at the positive end ofthis dimension: the teacher should maintain discipline,
explain as necessary, and is responsible for student leaming.
M ultidime nsional Scaling of Cog nitive Strategies
Multidimensional scaling of the 25 items in Part C of the questionnaire (learning
strategies) indicated that 8l% ofthe variance could be accounted for with a 2-dimensional
model (stress offinal configuration = 0.l9). Tables I I and l2 show the distribution of all
questionnaire items along the two dimensions.
Dimension I has been labeled "traditional learning orientation." At the positive end of
this dimension, we find a number of items that resemble "leaming," as contrasted with
"acquisition" in Krashen's sense (Krashen, l98l), e.g., I always try to memorize grammar
rules, I always try lo nolice lhe similarities and differences between English and Arabic, I
make summaries oJwhat I have learned in my English c/ass. Those at the negative end of
this dimension represent a more relaxed style, Iess focused on study and conscious rule
learning, e.g., when I do not understand a word in reading, I try to guess its meaning
from context, I read malerial lhrough to gel a general idea of the major points, I actively
look lor people with whom I can speak English.
We have labeled Dimension 2 "internal vs. external resources." At the negative end
are items concerned with place (l hove a regular place set aside lor studying), time (l
arrange my schedule to make sure I keep up wilh ny English class, I always arrange time
to prepare), and people (when I have a queslion I ask my teacher, I actively look for
people withwhom I can speak English). Items falling at the positive end of this dimension
concem the learne/s own intemal resources (e.g., I think aboul the most important point,
I try to ,ptice similarities arul difJerences, I lry to find the meaning of a word by dividing
it into ,grts).
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Table I I
Stateg/ Dimension I (trdditional orientation)
I always try to notice th€ similariries and diffcrences betnrcen English and Arabic.
When learning new English words, I praclice saing them in order to memorize them.
I make summaries ofwhat I have learncd in my English class.
I try to change the way I sludy in order to fit the teache/s t€aching style.
When I snady I pick out the most important points, and make cluns, diagnms and tables
I say or write new exprcssions in English r€Fatedly to practic€ them.
When I learn a new grammar nrle, I think sbout its relationship to otber nrles.
When I don't do well on a test, I go back over it to make s:ure I understand evcryfhing.
I arrange my schedule to ruke sule that I keep up wift my English class.
When I re3d something in English I usuatly read it morc than onoe.
I have a rcgular placc set aside for studlng.
I always try to el€luate my progress in lcarning English.
always try to memorize grammar nrles.
ahays arrange time to prepare beforc cvery English class.
When studying for a test, I rry to determining which conceps t dont utderstand well.
When I lean a new word in English, I try to relate il to other English words I know.
I ln to find the m€aning ofa word by dividing it into pans which I undcrstand.
actively look for people witb whom I can speak English.
read material thrcugh first to get a general idea of the major poins.
1.29
.86
.7t
.6t
.68
,6
.63
.5t
.31
.24
.24
.20
.0E
-.01
When I have a question I ask my teacher about it or find the ans-l er in another way.
I learn from my misakes in using English by trying to understand the reasons for them.
-.02
-.09
-.t7
-.19
-.26
-.36
-.47
-.67I look for palterns in English without wailing for the teacber to explain the rules to me.
When studying for a test, t think about the most imporlant points.
When I do not und€rstand a word in readin& I try to guess its meaning from context.
I often find tllat I don't spend much tim€ studying English because of other acrivities.
-.98
-1.39
-2.56
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Table 12
Straleg/ Dimension 2 (internav lemal rcsources)
l9
when studying for a test, I think aboul the most irnponant points.
always try to notice the similarities and differences b€tween English and Arabic.
try to find the meaning ofa word by dividing il into pans which I understand.
try to change the $"y I study in order to fit the teachefs teaching style.
learn a new grammar nrle, I think about its relationship to other rules.
when I do not understand a word in reading, I try to guess its meaning from ontexl.
When I leam a new word in English, I try to relate it to other English words I know.
When I study I pick out the most imponant points, and rnake chans, diagrams and tables
look for patterns in English withoul waiting for the leacher to explain the rules to rne.
make summaries of what t luve learned in my English class.
al$ays try to memorize grammar nrles.
I always try to evaluate my Progr€ss in learning English.
When studying for a test, I try to determining which conccpts I dont understand well.
I learn from my mistakes in using English by trying to understand 0le reasons for them.
When I r€ad something in English I usually read it more than once.
I read material through lirst to get a general idea of the major Points.
I say or write new expressions in English repeatedly to Practice them.
when I don't do well olr a test, I go back over it to make sur€ I understand everything.
When leaming new English words, I prac ce saying ftem in order to memoriza them.
When I have a question I ask my teacher about it or find the answer in another way.
always arrange tim€ to prepare b€fore every English class.
often find that I don't spend much tilne studying English because of other activities
arange my schedule to rnake surc that I keep uP with my English class
actively look for p€ople with whom I can speak English.
have a regular place set asid€ for studying.
1.65
1.0?
.73
.63
.45
.ll
.30
.25
.13
.u
.01
.03
.00
-.05
-.13
-.2t
-.27
-.30
-.38
-.46
-.54
-.59
-.64
-.12
-1.39
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Motiwtion, Cognitive Strategies, and Instructional prelerences
In order to identifo relationships between motivation and the other two foci ofthis
study, instructional preferences and cognitive strategies, pearson correration matrices were
set up using both factors identified through the factor anarysis and the dimensions
identified tkough multidimensional scaling.
using the results offactor anarysis as input, the folrowing significant correrations were
found:
Motivation Fl @etermination) preferences Fl (Balanced approach) 
.454
Preferences F4 (Challengdclriosity) 
.309
Strategies Fl (Active involvement) 
.5g3
Strategies F2 (Organizing learning) 
.3116
Strategies F3 (Resource management) 332
Strategies F4 (Coping strategies) 
.388
Motivation F2 (Anxiety) preferences F3 (The silent learne i .3g7
Motivation F3 (Instrumenral) Strategies Fl (Active involvement) 
.267
Motivation F4 (Sociability) Strategies Fl (Active involvement) 
.280
Motivation F4 (Sociability) Strategies F2 (Organizing leaming) 
.ZgO
These results indicate that, for this sample ofadurt EFL students, determined rearners
who expect to succeed prefer a balanced approach in the foreign language classroorn,
appreciate chalrenging tasks and activities that arouse their curiosity, even ifthey are
difiicult, and are more rikely to report that they use cognitive strategies of nearry all types
than are less determined learners. Like determined learners, students who score high on
instrumental motivation as wel as those who rate high on the motivational factor of
sociability are also active leamers. Like determined leamers, students high in sociability
also organize their own learning. students who score high on the anxiety factor, on the
other hand, would rather not participate activery in crass but prefer to be sirent, and
anxiety is not significantry associated with any set ofcognitive strategies. Arthough an
integrative orientation does emerge from these data and in spite ofthe facr that
integrativeness has been associated with active rearning in other studies (Gardner, r9g5,
1988), integrativeness in our data did not conelate significantly with any set of
instructional preferences or cognitive strategies.
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Using the results ofthe multidimensional scaling analysis as input, only two significant
correlations were found:
Motivation Dl (Affect) PreferencesDl (Communicative) 
.46
Strategies Dl (Traditional orientation) Preferences D2 (Teacher control) .42
Students who scored high on affect, indicating enjoyment ofthe process of leaming,
indicated a preference for activities that allow them to participate actively and will help
them to improve their ability to communicate, including group and pair work. Students
who scored low in enjoyment and high anxiety rejected group activities, pair work and
other communicative activities as a waste of time and prefer to be silent and work alone.
Students with a traditional orientation to learning (memorizing grammar rules, making
comparisons between English and Arabic) indicated a preference for classes in which the
teacher maintains control and guides leaming. Students with a less traditional, more
relaxed attitude towards language learning were less concemed with what teachers do to
structure their learning and the classroom environment.
Motivation, Age, Gender, and hoJiciency
Data were collected concerning a number ofbackground variables for all informants.
Preliminary analyses indicated that the tkee variables of age, gender, and English
language proficiency (as indicated by class placement) were the most interesting in terms
oftheir relationships to our informants' motivational profiles. Because of space
limitations, only those three independent variables are being reported, and only with
respect to the dimensions of motivation derived through multidimensional scaling as
dependent variables.
Tablc 13 shows the means for each ofthe three dimensions of niotivation for each
background catcgory. Table 14 shows the resuhs ofthree 3-way ANOVAS for each of
the dimensions using thc independent variables of age, proficiency ahd gender. Because
three different ANOVAs were carried out, alpha was set at .O l7 for each measure in order
to preserve an approximate overall level of .05 for the analysis as a whole.
With respect to motivation Dimension l, enjoyment of learning English Table 14
indicates that a main effect was found onty lor language proficiency [r = g.00). Advanced
learners enjoy English class the most; basic level students enjoy learning English the least
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and are the most aDdous. Both scheffe and rukey post-hoc tests showed that proficiency
level I (basic) was significantly different on this measure than each ofthe other groups (p
= .01). As can be seen in Table 13, differences on Dimension I with respect to age and
gender are inconsistent, and as indicated in Table t4, no significant main effects were
Table ll
Rackground Variobles and Means on Dimensions o/Motivalion
MEANS/V Dl (Affeco D2 (coals) Dl (Expoctancy)
Age:
t5-18 69 30.010 6.287 1t.27319-22 341 28.959 7.29t 9.44323-35 8,() 30.t60 6.328 9.68535+ t92 32.257 ?.198 8.208
Ptoficienq/:
Basic 208 25.41t 9.t87 10.t98
Elementary 359 27.295 7 .034 9:,62
Low lnt 302 30.t34 6.i46 l1.24g
lntermediate 23O 33.500 5.944 9.422
Upp€r lnt 2O5 33.474 6.023 E.798Advanced 160 16.380 4.955 1.799
Ccnder:
Males 792 31.034 5.370 9.E88Fenrales 672 29.746 8.173 9.101
found for these variables. No significant interaction effects were found.
with respect to motivation Dimension 2, goal orientatio4 significant main effects were
found for both proficiency and gender, but not for age. (once again, no interaction effects
were found.) Bearing in mind that the negative end ofthis dimension indicates externally
referenced goals (both instrumental and integrative) while the positive end refers to
internal goals and rewards, the differences shown in Table l3 mean that males in this
sample ofEFL learners had more externally defined reasons for studying English, while
females were more motivated by intemal goals. As Table l3 also indicates, there is a
steady progression with increasing proficiency towards more tangible reasons for studying
English and away from purely internally driven motivational suppon.
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There were significant main effects for age and proficiency on Dimension 3,
expectancy. As can be seen in Table 13, scores on this dimension decrease with age and
with increasing proficiency and are lower for females than for males. Because ofthe
stringent requirement thatp < .017, imposed because multiple ANOVAs were been
carried out, the effect for gender must bejudged statistically non-significant, but in an
exploratory analysis this certainly constitutes a trend worthy of comment. A comparison
Table 14
Resul,s ofANOVAs vith Repeated Meanres on Eaeh of the Dimensions ol Motivation
F-ratio
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Dimension 2 (Coals) iV = 144?, Multiple R = 0.363, R squar€d = 0. 132, Enor = 34.410Age 1.95 O.l2
Dimension I (AffecD lr'=
Age
Proficiency
Sex
Age.Proficiency
AgerSex
Proliciency.Sex
ABerProficiency. Sex
Proficiency
Sex
Age.Proficiency
AgerSex
Proficiency. Sex
Age.Proliciencyr Sex
Dimension 3 (Expectancy) /V=
Age
Proficiency
Sex
Ag€rProliciencf
AgCScx
PmficiencyrSex
AgerProficiency.Sex
1447, Multiple R = 0.292, R squarcd = 0.0E5, Error = 205.3350.363 0.7t
t2.627 0.00.
1.268 0.25
1.012 0.439
1.3% 0.242
1.713
0.623
7.623
2.7E
5.544
l. 186
t.63t
1.38
1.024
0.128
0.t58
0.00r
0.079
0.248
0. 196
0_oto
0.00r
0.017r
0.019
0.275
o.t79
0.229
o.427
5.272 0.00r
37 .142
1.557
1.378
1.4?3
1.553
1447, Multiple R = 0.241, R quared = 0.058, Ermr = 37.491
ofthe means for Dimension 3 in Table l3 indicates that expectado; of success declines
with age, declines with increasing proficiency, and is somewhat lower for women than for
men. Since these findings are counter-intuitive, we will retum to the meaning of
Dimension 3 in the following section.
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DISCUSSION
The Internal Structure of Motivolion
The structural components offoreign language motivation found in this study through
factor analysis csn be compared with those identified in two other recent studies of
language leaming motivation in foreign language contexts. D6myei ( 1990) investigated
the motivation for learning English ofa $oup ofadult learners in Hungary, and Julkunen
(1989) investigated the motivationel profiles ofschool children leaming Englistr in Finland.
Frctor Tbis rtudy D[rnyei (1990) Julkunen (19t9)
Facror I Dacrmination Inffumenlality Communicative orientation
Factor 2 Anxi€ty Nced for achiervcment lntrinsic orientation
Faclor 3 Instrumenlal orientation Inter6t in for. c'ultures Anitudes towards
teacher/mcthod
Factor 4 Sociability Values associated with lg. Integrative motivation
Factor 5 Attitudes to for culture Bad learning cxperienc'es Helplessness
Factor 6 Foreign rcsidence Spend time abrmd Anxiety
Factor 7 Intrinsic motivation Lg. lcarning as challenge Criteria for success
Factor 8 Bcliefs about failute Latenl intercst in Eng.lish
Factor 9 Enjoyment
In comparing these three studies--looking not only at the labels assigned to each
factor by each researcher but also at individual items loading on those factors-a number
of similarities and differences can be noted, although it is necessary to be conservative
because the questionnaires used were different. In the present study and in Ddrnyei's
study, but not in Julkunen's study, an instrumental orientation emerged as one factor of
motivation. Julkunen's questionnaire did include items indicative of an instrumental
orientation towards English, but in the factor analysis these emerged as part ofa
heterogeneous cluster ofitems that Julkunen labeled as "communicative orientation." lt
may be that the instrumental aspects of foreign language learning motivation are more
salient for adults who have chosen to study English privately than lor children who are
taking English as a school subject who are not yet faced with career choices or the need to
be concerned with making a living. This study and that of Domyei both identified a factor
concemed with positive attitudes towards and interest in foreign cultures. ln Julkunen's
study, similar items were part of what he labeled "integrative orientation," which also
included the desire to get to know English people and Americans and willingness to
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emigrate to England or America, which was a separate factor in the present study
("foreign residence") and in Dornyei's ("spend time abroad").
In both this study and that ofJulkunen, an intrinsic orientation (enjoyment ofthe study
of English for its own sake) was identified. Dcimyei did not assign this label to any factor,
but his factor "language learning is a new challenge" can be considcred a form ofintrinsic
motivation (Wong & Csikwentmihalyi, l99l). The present study and that of Julkunen
also identified a factor olanxiety, also missing from D6rnyei's results, although his factor
labeled "bad learning experiences" (which includes negative evaluations ofone's aptitude
lor language learning) partially overlaps.
Ofthe three studies, Julkunen's is the only one to identify a clear integrative
orientation factor; both this study and that of Dairnyei instead found several factors that
can be labeled integrative in at least a weak sense. Julkunen's study is the only one to
have identified a motivational factor of attitudes towards teacher and teaching method. In
our case, this is because we analyzed preferences for instructional methods and classroom
activities separately. D<irnyei did not include items relevant to this construct in his
questionnaire.
The present study is the only one that identified a factor of sociability as part of
foreign language learning motivation. The sociability factor may be unique to the
Egyptian context, but it more likely reflects the fact that other researchers have not often
included such items in their questionnaires. In another study ofHungarian learners,
Cl6ment, Ddrnyei, and Noels (1994) found that in addition to attitude-based and self-
confidence based components of motivation a third, relatively independent sub-process of
group cohesion emerged in the foreign language classroom.
Each ofthe three studies provides some evidence ofthe importance ofattributions of
success lnd failure in the structure of motivation for foreign language leaming, but in
different ways. Julkunen found that items related to internal criteria for success in tasks,
answers to teacher's questions, success in exams, and grades formed a clearly
differentiated factor in motivation for learning. Ddrnyei's factor labeled "bad learning
experiences" included items related to attributions of past failures, which he speculated are
more important than the perception offailure itself, but his questioilnaire contained no
items conceming success or attributions about success. In the present study, attributions
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appear to be different depending on whether one is concerned with failure or success.
statements conceming external causes offailure emerged in our analysis as an independent
factor. Statements conceming internal control of success emerged as part ofour Factor L
Although Dornyei's anarysis yierded a need-achievement factor (related to determination)
and Julkunen's analysis yielded a factor ofhelplessness (the opposite ofexpectations for
success), the present study is apparentry the first to find a crear relationship between items
concerning expectations for success based on the internal factors of ability and effon and
determination to succeed, both ofwhich contribute to our Factor r. This makes good
theoretical sense. Expectancy-varue moders of motivation assume that reamers with
generally high expectations of success for a specific task (e.g., a language course) wi be
more involved in the task and persist longer in the face of difficulty than will students with
low expectations of success, who will give up more easily (pintrich, l9gg, p 25)
Multidimensional scaring has not been used before in any studies offoreign ranguage
motivation of which we are aware, so no comparisons to other studies are possibre.
Multidimensional scaling anarysis has both strengths and drawbacks. one strenglh is the
ability of MDS to account for more of the observed variation. our factor anarysis of
motivation, with nine factors, onry accounted for 4g% oftotar variance; multidimensionar
scaling ofthe same data produced a three-dimensional solution that accounted for g5% of
the variance. The factor anarysis of instructionar preferences produced a six factor
solution accounting for 50% ofthe variance; MDS produced a two dimensional sorution
accounting for 88% ofthe variance. The factor analysis ofcognitive strategies accounted
for 47%o of rhe variance with five factors, whire MDS accounted for 8r% with two
dimensions. The trade-offwas that the dimensions thus identified were harder than factors
to identi$ theoretically, and this was particular true of the dimensions of motivation, the
primary focus of this study.
If we have interpreted these dimensions olmotivation correctly (as affect, goal
orientation, and expectancy), this amounts to a significant modification ofcognitive
theories of motivation. we began with an value-expectancy moder of motivation that
asserts that peopre engage in activities that are rerevant to their goars and at which they
expect to succeed. The results ofthis study indicate that there is a third dimension to
motivation: people engage in activities that they enj<ly and that do not arouse anxiety.
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A.lthough most theories offoreign language motivation have given little attention to
intrinsic motivation and most investigations oflanguage leaming anxiety have treated it as
a separate variable from motivation (Horwitz, 1986, Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986;
Maclntyre & Gardner, I99la, l99lb), Gottfried (1985) found that intrinsic motivation
and anxiety were not independent factors.
Historically, the investigation of motivation in general psychology has moved from
purely behavioristic models to cognitive models, to models that include both cognition and
affect. our results seem to support this progression. They are also remarkably similar to
the results obtained by Ushioda (1992), who investigated lrish leamers' motivation for
learning French using a qualitative, ethnographic approach and found that from the
learners' perspective, the most frequently cited sources of motivation were language-
related enjoyment, personal goals, and prior leaming experiences. Our results are also
similar to Schumann's (1994b) characterization ofthe factors that determine stimulus
appraisals at the neurobiological level: novelty and pleasantness (affect), goal or need
significance, and coping mechanisms (expectancy). (Schumann identified a fourth factor,
selfand social image, that did not emerge as a separate dimension in our analysis.)
Although this suggests a large universal component in motivation for foreign language
learning, we also expect that there are culture-specific aspects to the precise definition and
content ofeach dimension. On the dimension of affect, Schmidt and Savage (1992) found
Iittle support for Csikszentmihalyi's theory ofintrinsic motivation in a study ofThai EFL
learners, while this study of Egyptian EFL leamers has found support for the theory. We
suspect also that the dimension ofexpectancy may differ in interesting ways in different
cultural groups. We have noted the counter-intuitive result that, for this sample of
leamers, ratings of questionnaire items dealing with expectancy declined with age and with
increasing English proficiency. However, in our discussion ofthe meaning of motivation
Dimension 3, we observed that an equally appropriate label for the dimension might be
"positive thinking" or even "denial." We think these are probably airpropriate labels for
this dimension for this population. The original reason for including many ofthe items
concerning expectancy in the questionnaire (e.g., if I dowell inthis course itwill be
becmtse of the teacher, if I don'l dowell in lhis class it t4,ill be because I don'l try hard
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enough) was to see ifthere was a factor ofinternal vs. external attrlbution, a distinction
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highlighted in many models of motivation in education. It tumed out that there was not,
that many informants responded negatively to any mention offailure regardless ofthe
attached attribution. Ifthis denial interpretation is correct, then the negative correlation
with age and proficiency represents not low expectations for success but simply more
realism. Women, older learners, and more proficient learners do not simply deny all
possibility of failure or difficulty. This might have pedagogical implications as well. Many
researchers have suSgested that one important motivational strateg5r for foreign language
learning isto boost leamers' expectations of success (Crookes & Schmidt, l99l; D6myei,
1994; Oxford & Shearirl 1994) This might not be necessary for some leamers.
Exlernal Connections
Motivation, preferences for cognitive strategies, and preferences for instructional
activities and classroom structures are related. Correlations among aspects of motivation
identified through factor analysis and factors derived from the analysis ofthe other parts of
our questionnaire turned up numerous significant relationships. Leamers high in
determination, leamers with strong instrumental motivation, and leamers motivated by
sociability all indicate by their ratings ofcognitive strategies that they are active leamers.
Determined learners prefer classes in which there is a balance between different skill
emphases and a balance between teacher control and student centeredness, together with
activities that are challenging. Anxious students, on the othcr hand would rather not
participate actively in class and don't like activities that force them to, but prefer to be
silent. The strongest relationship, supported both by the results based on factor analysis
and by those based on multidimensional scaling, is that language learning related
enjoyment (and its opposite, anxiety) are related to attitudes towards traditional class
structures and contemporary, communicative ones. Students who score high on the affect
dimension of motivation welcome communicative classes; students who score low on this
dimension are resistant and tend to reject group and pair work and other aspects ofthe
communicative classroom.
Scores on the dimensions of motivation are arso rerated to age, gender, and language
proficiency' with level of Engrish proficiency being most importanr. More proficient
learners of English enjoy language learning more, have more realistic expectations of
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success, and have a greater appreciation ofthe benefits oflearning English (both
instrumental and integrative) than do beginners. This suggests that a pedagogy informed
by an appreciation of motivational factors and their inter-relationships with the kinds of
classes preferred by different types olleamers need not reject contemporary
communicative approaches, even though some (or even many) leamers resist them. From
our data it seems likely that this may indeed be a problem with respect to some learners,
especially at the lower levels ofproficiency, but as proficiency increases, so does
enjoyment and with it an appreciation ofmethods designed to develop communicative
proficiency. Our data are not adequate for determining whether it is increased proficiency
itselfthat makes the communicative orientation more attractive or the cumulative effects
of exposure to contemporary methods that has occuned along the way.
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APPENDX B
Questionneire (back-transletion from Arabic), with overell means end strnderd
deviations
654321
Strongly agree Agree Stightly Slightly Disagrec Strongly
sgree disagree disagree
PART A: MOTMTION' 50 ITEMS (a =.802)
MEAN SD
lntrinsic motivation (a = 54)
I I enjoy learning English very much. 5'580 0'763
2 Learning English is a hobby for me. 4.t16 1.407
3 Leaming English is a challenge that I enjoy. 5.197 l.lll
4 I dont enjoy leaming English, but I know that
learning English is important for me. (reverse coded) 4.403 1.700
5 I wish I could learn English in an easier way, without
going to class. (reverse coded) 4.227 f.703
Extrinsic motivation (a = .75)
6 English is important to me because it will broaden my
view. 5.56t 0.t13
7 The main reason I am taking this class is that my
parentvmy spouse/ my supervisors want me to improve
my English. 2.693 1.t26
8 I wrnt to do well in this class because it is important to
show my ability to my family/friendVsupervisorJothers.
3,107 1.909
9 Everybody in Egypt should be able to speak English.
4.s61 1.249
l0 Being able to speak English will add to my social
status. 5.05f 1332
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I I I am learning English because I want to spend a period
of time in an English speaking country. 4.091 1.627
12 I want to learn English because it is useful when
travelling in many countries. 5.336 1.026
13 I want to learn English because I would like to
emigrate. 2.552 1.738
14 One reason I learn English is that I can meel new
people and make friends in my English class. 3.230 1,55{
15 I am leaming English to become more educated. 5.428 0.947
16 I need to be able to read textbooks in English. 4.903 1.383
17 The main reason I need to leam English is to pass
examinations. 2.044 1.334
l8 If I learn English better, I will be able to get a better
job 4.779 l.4lt
19 Increasing my English proficiency will have financial
benefits for me. 4.162 1.573
20 lf I can speak English I will have a marvelous life. 4.726 1.312
Personal goels (a = .60)
2l I really want to learn more English in this class than I
have done in the past. 5.588 0.7 4l
22 It is important to me to do better than the other
students in my class. 4.706 1.238
23 My relationship with the teacher in this class is
important to me. 5.37E 0.906
24 One of the most important things in this class is getting
along with the other students. 4.t50 t.106
25 This class is important to me because if I learn English
well, I will bc able to help my children leam English.
5.101 1.250
FO REIG N LANG A AG E MOTIVATION
Expectency/control components (a = .53)
2(' This English class will definitely help me improve my
English 5'604 0'706
27 lf I do well in this course, it will be because I try hard.
5.297 0.E25
28 [ expect to do well in this class because I am good at
learning English. 4.t06 0.94t
29 If I don't do well in this class, it will be because I don't
try hard enough. 4.372 1.392
30 If I don't do well in this class, it will be because I dont
have much ability for learning English. 3.145 1.613
3l IfI learn a lot in this class, it will be because ofthe
teacher. 5.033 1.092
12 lf I do well in this class, it will be because this is an
easy class. 3-072 1.425
33 If I don't learn well in this class, it will be due mainly
because ofthe teacher. 3.223 1.554
34 If I don't do well in this class, it will be because the
class is too difncult. 2.t46 1.309
Attitudes (a = .5 )
35 Americans are very friendly people. 4'ltt l'314
36 The English are conservative people who cherish
customg and traditions. 4.30t 1.421
37 Most of my favourite actors and musicians are either
British or American. 3.320 f.5E9
38 British culture has contributed a lot to the world. 4.287 l.fE9
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Anxiety (a = 75)
39 I feel uncomfortable ifl have to speak in my English
class.
40 It embarassses me to volunteer answers in my English
class.
4l I don't like to speak often in English class, because I
am afraid that my teacher will think I am not a good
student.
421 am afrud other students will laugh at me when I
speak English.
43 I think I can learn English well, but I don't perform well
on tests and examinations.
44 I often have difficulty concentrating in English class.
Motivational strength (a = .63)
45 Ifthe fees for this class were increased, I would still
enroll because studying English is important to me.
46 My attendance in this class will be good.
47 I plan to continue studying English for as long as
possible.
48 After I finish this class, I will probably take another
English course.
49 I often think about how I can learn English better.
50 I can honestly say that I really put my best effort into
trying to learn English.
2.634
2.54t
2.455
2.223
3.320
3.27t
4.636
5.317
s.444
5.30r
s.202
s-077
1.54r
1.4E0
l.{93
1.403
t.499
1.41r
1.528
0.t35
0.86E
1.037
1.034
1.050
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PART B: PREFERENCES FOR INSTRUCTIONAL ACTMTIES, 22 ITEMS
(a = .5E9)
MEAN SD
I During English class, I would like to have only English
spoken. 4.570 1.327
2 In my English class, the teacher should explain things
in Arabicsometimes in order to help us learn. 4.056 1.6t0
3 [t is important for the teacher to maintain discipline in
English class. 5.524 0.901
4 ln English class, the teacher should do most ofthe
talking and the students should only answer when they are
called upon. 3.3E8 1.714
5 Students in English class should let the teacher know
why they are studying English so that the lessons can be
made relevant to their goals. 5.031 1.229
6 Student should ask questions whenever they have not
understood a point in class. 5.71t 0.69E
7 I like English learning activities in which students
work together in pairs or small groups. 5.010 l.0EE
8 I prefer to work by myself in English class, not with
other students. 2.669 1.513
9 Group activities and pair work in English class are a
waste of time. 2.3E3 1.439
I 0 The teacher should make sure that everyone in this
class learns English equally well. 5.031 1.222
I I English class is most useful when the emphasis is put
on grammar. 4.010 1.430
12 Pronunciation should not be an important focus on the
English class. 2.201 f.555
i
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13 Reading and writing should be emphasized in English
class. 4.826
14 Listening and speaking should be emphasized in
English class. 5.519
l5 Activities in this class should be designed to help the
student improve their ability to communicate in English.
5.595
16 Communication activities are a waste of time in this
class, because I only need to learn what is necessary to
pass English examinations. 1.867
17 ln a class like this, I prefer activities and material that
really challenge me so that I can learn more.
18 In an English class, I prefer activities and material that
arouses my curiosity even if it is difficult to learn.
l9 I prefer an English class in which there are lots of
activities that allow me to participate actively.
20 I prefer to sit and listen, and don't like being forced to
speak in English class.
2l It is important that the teacher give immediate
feedback in class so that students know whether their
responses are right or wrong. S.0SS
22 The teacher should not criticize students who make
mistakes in class. 4.t76
PART C: LEARNING STRATEGIES, 25 ITEMS
(a =.E58)
I When learning new English words, I practice saying
them over and over in order to memorize them. 5.194
2 I always try to memorize grammar rules. 4.459
3 I say or write new expressions in English repeatedly to
practice them. 5.002
:
4.724
4.436
5.105
2.7A4
r.288
0.794
0.7E1
1.26s
1.317
r.370
1.020
1,570
1.093
1.E09
0.975
1.356
1.085
iI
')
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4 When I read something in English I usually read it
more than once.
5 When I learn a new word in English, I try to relate it
to other English words I know.
6 I always try to notice the similarities and differences
between English and Arabic.
7 When I learn a new grammar rule, I think about its
relationship to rules I have learned already.
8 I make summaries of what I have learned in my
English class.
9 When I study for my English course, I pick out the
most important points, and make charts, diagrams, and
tables for myself.
l0 When I do not understand a word in something I am
reading, I try to guess its meaning from context. 5.024 1.067
I I t learn from my mistakes in using English by trying to
understand the reasons for them.
12 ltry to look for patterns in English without waiting for
the teacher to explain the rules to me.
13 I try to find the meaning of a word by dividing it into
parts which I understand. A8E
14 When preparing my English lessons., I read the
material through first to get a general idea of what it is
about and what the major points are.
l5 When studying for a test, first I think about what the
most important points are, instead ofjust reading
everything over.
16 [ always try to evaluate my progress in learning
English.
17 When studying for a test, I try to determining which
concepts I don't understand well.
7t
I
Lr
l
4.922 1.302
4.893 1.123
3.994 1.509
4.s25 1.290
4.327 r.461
4.031 1.424
5.183 0.t53
4.274 1.365
4.251 1.370
4.870 1.064
v
\-
l-
l
lF
l-
l-
t-
l-
4.242
5.119
1.540
0.904
\-
5.021 0.969
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l8 I try to change the way I study in order to fit the
teacher's teaching style.
19 When I dont do well on a test/exercise, I always go
back over it to figure it out and make sure I understand
everything.
20 I have a regular place set aside for studying.
2l I arrange my schedule to make sure that I keep up
with my English class.
22 I often find that I don't spend much time studying
English because of, other activities.
23 I actively look fbr people with whom I can speak
English.
24 Whenever I havo a question I ask my teacher about it
or try to find the answer in
25 I always anange time to prepare before every English
class.
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